
BELLMONDE



To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

Tabletops + Base

Collection: BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen stands for easy-elegant contemporary design. BELLMONDE by Henrik 
Pedersen is a dining table with a casually elegant contemporary design. It works wonderfully in combination with any 
DEDON chair and brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of the garden, patio or terrace.

Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108760 | Weight 26,6 kg/59 lbs
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Measurements

Tabletops + Base

Collection: BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen stands for easy-elegant contemporary design. BELLMONDE by Henrik 
Pedersen is a dining table with a casually elegant contemporary design. It works wonderfully in combination with any 
DEDON chair and brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of the garden, patio or terrace.

Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108765 | Weight 41,5 kg/92 lbs
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Measurements

Tabletops + Base

Collection: BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen stands for easy-elegant contemporary design. BELLMONDE by Henrik 
Pedersen is a dining table with a casually elegant contemporary design. It works wonderfully in combination with any 
DEDON chair and brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of the garden, patio or terrace.

Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108770 | Weight 51,3 kg/114 lbs
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Measurements

Tabletops + Base

Collection: BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen stands for easy-elegant contemporary design. BELLMONDE by Henrik 
Pedersen is a dining table with a casually elegant contemporary design. It works wonderfully in combination with any 
DEDON chair and brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of the garden, patio or terrace.

Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108775 | Weight 62,7 kg/139 lbs
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